Risk prediction models are of great interest to clinicians. They offer an explicit and repeatable means to aide the selection, from a general medical population, those patients that require a referral to medical consultants and specialists. In many medical domains, including cardiovascular medicine, no gold standard exists for selecting referral patients. Where evidential selection is required using patient data, heuristics backed up by poorly adapted more general risk prediction models are pressed into action, with less than perfect results. In this study existing clinical risk prediction models are examined and matched to the patient data to which they may be applied using classification and data mining techniques, such as neural nets. Novel risk prediction models are derived using unsupervised cluster analysis algorithms. All existing and derived models are verified as to their usefulness in medical decision support on the basis of their effectiveness on patient data from two UK sites.
Introduction
Risk prediction models are of great interest to clinicians. They offer the means to aide the selection of those patients that need referral, to medical consultants and specialists, from a general medical population. In many medical domains, including cardiovascular medicine, no gold standard exists for selecting referral patients. Existing practice relies on clinical heuristics backed up by poorly adapted generic risk prediction models. In this study existing clinical risk prediction models are examined and matched to the patient data to which they may be applied using classification and data mining techniques, such as neural nets. The evidence from earlier research suggests that there are benefits to be gained in the utilization of neural nets for medical diagnosis (Janet, 1997; Silipo & Marchesi, 1998; Lisboa, 2002) .
In this chapter, the cardiovascular domain is used as an exemplar. The problems associated with identifying high risk patients, (i.e. patients at risk of a stroke, cardiac arrest or similar life threatening event), are symptomatic of other clinical domains where no gold standard exists for such purposes. In routine clinical practice, where domain specific clinical experts are unavailable to all patients, the patient's clinical record is used to identify which patient's are most likely to benefit from referral to a consulting clinician. The clinical record typically, although not always, contains generic patient data (for example age, gender etc.), a patient history of events related to the disease (for example, past strokes, cardiovascular related medical operations), and a profile of measurements, and observations from medical examinations, that characterize the nature of the patient's cardiovascular system. The general practitioner may use a risk prediction model, together with observations from medical examinations, as an aid in determining whether to refer the patient to a consultant (Gunning & Rowan, 1999) . Currently, any such risk prediction model will be based on a general clinical risk prediction system, such as APACHE (Knaus et al., 1985; Knaus et al., 1991; Rowan et al., 1994) or POSSUM (Copeland et al., 1991; Copeland, 2002; Yii & Ng, 2002) , which generate a score for patients. Clinicians expert in the disease may well use further risk prediction models, based on their own research and expertise. Such risk prediction models are described in more detail in the second section. The strengths and flaws of the available models for the current clinical domain are explored in the third section, where they are used in conjunction with supervised neural nets. It should be noted, that although this chapter predominantly reports on the use of supervised neural nets and unsupervised clustering in predicting risk in patients, a wide range of other techniques, including decision trees, logistic regression, Bayesian classifiers (Bishop, 2006; Witten & Eibe, 2005) have been tried. The results from applying these other techniques are not given, but typically are similar to or worse than the results presented here. The fourth and fifth sections present an alternative to the coercion of outcome labels, arising from current risk prediction models, with the use of unsupervised clustering techniques. The results from these sections are discussed in the sixth section. The problems associated with making available to clinicians, risk prediction models that arise from the application of data mining techniques, are discussed in that and the concluding section.
Risk Prediction Models
In this section, two forms of risk prediction model, as used in routine clinical practice, are introduced. The first, POSSUM, typifies the application of generic models to specific medical disciplines. The second set reflect the clinical heuristics regularly used in medicine. The data used throughout this case study is from two UK clinical sites. The attributes are a mixture of real number, integer, Boolean and categorical values. The data records typically contain many default and missing values. For both sites there is typically too high a data value space (i.e. the space of all possible values for all attributes in the raw data) for the data volume (i.e. the number of records) to perform naïve data mining, and some form of data preprocessing is required before using any classifier if meaningful results are to be obtained. Furthermore, as can be seen in the tabulated results, the data once labeled is class-imbalanced; with low risk patients heavily out numbering high risk patients.
The main characteristics of the cardiovascular data from Clinical Site One (98 attributes and 499 patient records) are:
Many redundant attributes such as date or time attributes with mostly null values, or explanatory attributes. These attributes bear little relevance to the risk prediction models and experiments. For example, the attribute labelled as "THEATRE_SESSION_DATE" shows the date of a patient's operation. This is ignored in these experiments, and so this feature can be removed. Other examples are "empty features", containing mostly null values. For example, the attribute labelled as "LOWEST_BP" is an attribute representing the lowest blood pressure of the patients during an operation. All of its values are null except for four patient entries. Such attributes are best removed.
Data has 7018 out of 42914 cells (16%) with missing values after removing the type of redundant attributes described above; leaving 86 "meaningful" attributes.
Noisy and inconsistent data such as abbreviations in categorical attributes and outlier values in some numerical attributes; these are replaced with "meaningful" values.
Data includes the scored values (PS and OSS explained below) for the POSSUM and PPOSSUM risk prediction systems.
The data from Clinical Site Two includes 431 patient records with 57 attributes. The nature and structure of the data has similar characteristics to the first site, with many redundant and noisy attributes, missing values, etc., as follows:
The redundant attributes have the same characteristics as above. For example, the attribute "ADMISSION_DATE" shows the patient's date of operation -it can be removed. Two attributes labelled as "Surgeon name1" and "Surgeon name2" represent names of operating doctors. Their values might be helpful in a more general evaluation, but offer negligible relevance to the specific purposes of this study.
The data includes 1912 out of 12311 cells with missing values (16%) after deletion of the redundant attributes (leaving 36 "meaningful" attributes). This is the same ratio as for the first site.
As an example of numerical outlier values, the attribute "PACK YRS" has a big gap between the maximum value of 160, and the minimum value of 2. This will reduce the accuracy in any transformation process. Such outlier values will be replaced with more meaningful maximum and minimum values.
The site does not include the scored values (PS and OSS) for the POSSUM and PPOSSUM systems. Moreover, the information in the data is insufficient to generate these scored values and so cannot be used with these risk prediction systems.
In summary the clinical data is noisy, contains many null values and is problematic for use with standard risk prediction models (Kuhan et al., 2001) . This is typical of the challenges faced by researchers and workers who want to apply data mining techniques to clinical data. The naïve application of data mining techniques to raw data of this type typically provides poor results. Indeed clinicians availing themselves of data mining packages reported a disillusion with data mining on initially applying these packages to the data used in this study. The same may well be true for other domains.
Generic Clinical Risk Prediction Models
The Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality and Morbidity (POSSUM) (Copeland et al., 1991) and the Portsmouth POSSUM (P-POSSUM) (Prytherch et al., 2001) are generic clinical risk assessment systems which are widely used in the UK. When used over a database of patient records, they produce a classification of patients ranked in percentile groups. Neither can be used with a single patient record. This is problematic where clinicians want to compare a new patient with an existing group, or where only new patient data is available to the referring clinician. Copeland et al. (1991) originally assessed 48 physiological factors plus 14 operative and postoperative factors for each patient. Using multivariate analysis techniques these were reduced to 12 physiological and 6 operative factors based on the following key factors:
Physiological status of the patient Disease process that requires surgical intervention Nature of operation Pre and post-operative support POSSUM is a two stage process, where the 12 physiological factors give rise to a physiological score (PS), and the 6 operative factors are used to generate an operative severity score (OSS). These can then be used to generate a Mortality and Morbidity rate. The scalars in the above formulae were found using regression analysis in the work by Copeland et al., and are medical domain independent. POSSUM was evaluated by Prytherch et al. (2001) using 10,000 patients over a two year period, and found that POSSUM over predicted mortality. In an effort to counteract the perceived shortcoming of conventional POSSUM, Whitley et al. (1996) devised the similar PPOSSUM (Portsmouth Predictor) equation for mortality. The PPOSSUM equation uses the same physiological and operative severity scores to provide a risk-adjusted operative mortality rates, but generates a Predicted Death Rate. The threshold used in these prediction heuristics will vary depending on the intended use of the prediction, but typically the Threshold is set to the mean score for the predictor in question.
Predicted Death Rate:

Clinical Heuristic Models
A different form of risk prediction model are those that make use of the clinical expertise of practitioners in the domain. Such models arise from the daily use of data for clinical purposes, or result from research, which can involve practitioners from other fields (e.g. statisticians and computer scientists). Typically, the indicative attributes used in such models are those to be found in the POSSUM models, or deemed to be important by the clinicians based on their experience or found to significant when matched against outcomes in logistic regression studies. Many of these heuristic models use an aggregation of attributes from clinical records to form the outcome labels. The following models (or risk prediction rules) arose from exactly such studies. They either make use of the attributes used in the POSSUM (and PPOSSUM) models, attributes found to be highly related to the given output from logistic regression studies, or deemed to be important, by experienced clinicians, in attributing risk (Kuhan et al., 2001 ).
One clinical model in this study (heuristic model CM1) uses patient death within 30 days of an operation as the "High Risk" outcome, with other patients are labeled as "Low Risk". A further model (CM2) uses patient death or severe cardiovascular event (for example Stroke or Myocardial Relapse or Cardio Vascular Arrest) within 30 days of an operation as the "High Risk" outcome; other patients are labeled as "Low Risk". Both the CM1 and CM2 models use all attributes from the "cleaned" patient records, other than those aggregated to form the output labels, as inputs. Further models use only a limited set of attributes. Heuristic model CM3a, for example, uses 16 input attributes derived from the CM1 and CM2 models. These attributes are thought to be significant by experienced clinicians. Again the outcome label is based on an aggregation of attributes as described for CM2. Heuristic model CM3b, a variation on CM3a, uses four outcome labels; a variation on the four attributes used in the outcome labels of CM1, CM2 The remaining two models (CM4a and CM4b) have similar outcome variations to CM3a and CM3b (respectively) but with 15 input attributes, derived from a combination of clinical knowledge and those marked as significant in a logistic regression exercise using the complete data.
Like the heuristic rules used with the POSSUM models, patients can be assigned a risk prediction outcome that allows a grading of patients from low to high risk. However, unlike the POSSUM models, these heuristic models can be used to provide a qualitative labeling of patients, based on individual records and do not require a complete data set of cardiovascular patients to be available. This is an important point. The opening paragraph of this chapter stated that these risk prediction models should offer the means to aide selection from a general medical population, those patients that need referral to medical consultants and specialists. In many cases the referring clinician does not have a population of cardiovascular patients with which to compare a new patient. Indeed, in many cases, patient records are represented as single entry databases. In such situations the POSSUM type models are of limited use.
Testing Existing Risk Prediction Models
The clinical and heuristic model outcomes described in the previous section were evaluated against data using a variety of supervised classifiers. A variety of performance measures were used; in particular, the Mean Square Error (MSE), the confusion matrix, sensitivity (sen) and specificity (spec) rates, and true positive (tpr) and false positive (fpr) rates as used in ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) graphs (Dunham, 2002; Kononenko & Kukar, 2007) .
Assume that the data domain has n input patterns x i (i=1, 2..n), each with a target pattern Y i , for which the classifier produces the output y i . The MSE is the averaged square of the error between the predicted and the target output, given by:
Assume that the cardiovascular classifier output set includes two outcomes {High risk; Low risk}. Each pattern FN (False Negative-False Low Risk) . The set {P, N} and the predicted risk set are used to build a confusion matrix (Kohavi & Provost, 1998; Domingos, 1998) .
From the confusion matrix in table 1 the number of correct or incorrect (misclassified) patterns is generated as a measure of classifier Accuracy, where 
Predicted classes
Desired classes
Some related concepts, such as true positive rate (tpr), false positive rate (fpr), sensitivity (sen) and specificity (spec), can all be built from the confusion matrix. True positive rate (tpr) is the rate of the correct "High risk" number in the total correct prediction pattern number (including "High risk" and "Low risk"):
Conversely, false positive rate (fpr) is the rate of the incorrect "High risk" number in the total incorrect prediction pattern number:
The sensitivity rate (sen) indicates the effectiveness at identifying the true positive cases, and is calculated as:
The specificity rate (spec) is the rate of correct "Low risk" number (TN) in the total of the TN and FP number:
ROC graphs (Swets, 1988; Tom, 2006) are two-dimensional graphs in which the true positive rate is plotted on the Y axis and the false positive rate is plotted on the X axis. An ROC graph depicts relative tradeoffs between benefits (tpr) and costs (fpr). Figure 1 shows an example ROC graph. The pair of (fpr, tpr) for each classifier is represented as a point in the ROC space. It shows the benefit and the cost results of 5 classifiers labeled as A, B, C, D, and E. The diagonal line in the ROC graph presents the strategy of randomly guessing a class. Any classifier (E) that appears in the lower right triangle performs worse than random; conversely good classifiers (A, B, D) appear above the diagonal. The classifier labeled as D is perfect because of its tpr =1 and fpr =0. This means all input patterns are classified correctly; i.e. the prediction risks are the same as the prior classified outcomes. The classifier labeled as C yields the point (0.7; 0.7) in the ROC graph, meaning it guesses "High risk" (tpr=70%) at the same rate as its "incorrect High risk" (fpr=70%); in effect, equivalent to random. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix, and classifier measures, for the two POSSUM risk scoring models, with the Mortality, Morbidity, and Death Rate Predictions from the models evaluated against the actuality from the patient data for individual patients. Note that the model data are derived from only one clinical site, and makes use of 499 records. There is very little difference between the three models and overall, all the POSSUM model predictors give poor results, with the exception of the specificity rate; demonstrating their limited reliability as predictors of high risk patients.
POSSUM and PPOSSUM
Heuristic Models and Neural Nets
In this section three supervised neural net techniques, Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP), Radial Basis Functions (RBF), and Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Haykin, 1999; Bishop, 2006) are used with the heuristic models described above (CM1, CM2, CM3a, CM3b, CM4a and CM4b). The available data was prepared according to the attribute input list and output labeling as given by the various models. This resulted in six labeled data sets. Various training strategies were investigated, with varying parameters to identify the parameters that would result in the optimal neural classifier for these models. This experimentation determined that splitting the data into training, validation and test sets and then using bespoke neural net software (SNNS, 1995) gave no benefit over using 10-fold cross validation within a more general data mining package, WEKA (Witten & Eibe, 2005) . Other data mining techniques, available within WEKA, were also investigated. These other classifiers, for example J48 Decision Tree or Naïve Bayesian classifiers (WEKA, 2007) , offered no improvement on the supervised classifiers described in the rest of this chapter.
The data for CM1 and CM2 models includes 26 attributes with 839 patient records. Table 3 shows a confusion matrix for both models with the three supervised neural techniques. Overall, all classifiers give poor results especially in regard to the important sensitivity rates, with values typically less than 0.2.The classifier CM2-SVM has the poorest sensitivity rate (0.13), while CM1-SVM has the highest (0.27). Interestingly, all classifiers display very similar specificity rates (about 0.85). Specificity rates represent the outcomes labeled as "Low Risk", the negative risk prediction outcome in this domain. Both models, irrespective of the neural net used, give poorer Sensitivity but similar Specificity to the POSSUM models. The clinical risk prediction models CM3a and CM4a are two outcome models based on 16 (CM3a) and 14 (CM4a) input attributes. Table 4 shows the use of the three neural techniques (MLP, RBF, and SVM) on the same patient records as for CM1 and CM2 in table 3. Overall, all classifiers display identical specificity rates (about 0.85) with poor sensitivity rates (on average 0.18). The best of these classifiers (CM3a-SVM) gives poorer sensitivity performance than the POSSUM models. Again, similarly to the CM1 and CM2 results, these classifiers and models offer poor prediction results for identifying high risk patients. Table 5 shows the confusion matrix results from applying the neural techniques to clinical models CM3b and CM4b, using the same 839 patient records but with the expanded outcome scales as described above. It is clear that for many records the outcome labeled as "Medium risk" is misclassified as "Low risk". This might be due to the close distance between the classes labeled as "Medium risk" and "Low risk" in the prediction risk scales defined in the heuristic formulae.
Overall none of the existing risk prediction models, when combined with the supervised neural net techniques, offer sufficiently high sensitivity rates to be considered useful for regular clinical practice or investigated further in trial studies for that purpose. Experimentation with other supervised techniques, such as the many Decision Tree or Naïve Bayesian classifiers within WEKA, showed no improvement; and in many cases poorer performance.
An issue that came to light when discussing the results with the cardiovascular clinicians is an inherent bias in the given data. This bias arises from an interpretation of raw data from handwritten patient records as it was entered into the database. Judgments on interpreting values were made at that point. Unfortunately access to the raw, uninterpreted data is not possible. Problems associated with the gathering of the data are discussed further in the final sections of this chapter. The use of otherwise reliable neural net (and other supervised classifier) techniques suggest that the input attribute set does not match well to the outcome label for any of these models. It is argued that this failure is due, in part, to the poor outcome labeling rules in the heuristic model rules and the poor transfer from general clinical practice to this specific domain for the POSSUM and PPOSSUM models. It is suggested that the input attribute set when used with no coerced outcome label may be sufficient to produce more reliable predictions for clinical risk. To do this requires the use of unsupervised classifier or machine learning techniques, where the inherent structure of the data is used to produce more natural outcomes (or clusters).
The Self Organizing Map (Kohonen, 1995) is one of the most popular unsupervised neural network models (Haykin, 1999) . It is a competitive unsupervised learning network that produces a low dimensional output space where the input topological properties remain. The SOM provides a topology preserving mapping from the high dimensional input space onto the output map units. 
Clustering with KMIX
Partitioning is a fundamental operation in data mining for dividing a set of objects into homogeneous clusters. Clustering is a popular partitioning approach. A set of objects are placed into clusters such that objects in the same cluster are more similar to each other than objects in other clusters according to some defined criteria. The K-means algorithm (Kanungo et al., 2002 
The clustering process of the KMIX algorithm is similar to the K-means algorithm except that a new method is used to update the categorical attribute values of cluster. The motivation for proposing KMIX based on K-means is that KMIX can be used for large data sets, where hierarchical clustering methods are not efficient.
Clustering and similarity measures
Cluster analysis provides the means for the organization of a collection of patterns into clusters based on the similarity of these patterns, where each pattern is represented as a vector in a multidimensional space. Assume that X is a pattern (an observation or sample from a data set). X typically consists of m components, represented in multidimensional space as:
Each component in multidimensional space is called a feature (attribute). A data set includes n patterns X i where i [1, n] and X i = (x i,1 , x i,2 ,.., x i,m ); forming a n m pattern matrix. Note that the m features here may include continuous and discrete valued features. Due to the variety of feature types and scales, the distance measure (or measures) must be chosen carefully (Jain, 1999; Bishop, 2006) . It is most common to calculate the dissimilarity between two patterns using a distance measure defined on the feature space.
A similarity measurement is the strength of the relationship between two patterns in the same multidimensional space. It can be represented as some function of their observed values such as
Similarity is regarded as a symmetric relationship requiring sim(x i ,x j ) = sim(x j ,x i ) (Gower, 1988) . However, the dissimilarity measure of patterns has been introduced as the complement of similarity measures. A list of dissimilarity measures can be seen in (Gower, 1985) . For continuous features, the most common used measure is the Euclidean distance between two patterns. This is very dependent upon the particular scales chosen for the variables (Everitt, 1994) . Typically all (numeric) features are transformed to the range [0, 1], so as to avoid feature bias.
The dissimilarity measure of two "continuous" patterns using Euclidean distance is given as:
where D is the Euclidean distance between x i and x j .
This means the dissimilarity of two patterns x i and x j is the sum of the square of the feature distance between them.
For discrete features, the similarity measure between two patterns depends on the number of similar values in each categorical feature (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990) . This means the dissimilarity will be the number of different values between two patterns for each categorical feature. We can represent this dissimilarity in the following formula: For binary features, the dissimilarity measures are calculated as for either discrete (categorical) features or continuous (numeric) valued attributes dependent on the interpretation of the provided binary data.
Clusters and centre vectors
For each cluster to be produced, the cluster defining vector is referred to as the centre vector. Here, the centre vector will include two groups of continuous and discrete components as the data feature set includes both continuous and discrete features; binary features are treated as continuous or discrete dependent upon the interpretation of each binary-valued attribute. Assume that the data feature set includes m features, where the p first features are continuous features and the m-p remaining features are discrete. This means each pattern X i in the space can be seen as
Assume that Q j is a centre vector for the data set cluster C (C is a sub set of whole data set 
is minimized. Huan (1998) proved that this distance will be minimized only if the frequency of value q j Q is maximized. This means the frequency of each value q j in data set C, considered in terms of feature j, needs to be greater or equal to the frequency of all different x i,j such that x i,j q j for the same feature (j [1,m] 
The K-MIX algorithm
The K-MIX algorithm is a four step process:
Step 1: Initialise K clusters according to K partitions of data matrix.
Step 2: Update K centre vectors in the new data set (for the first time the centre vectors are calculated) Step 3: Update clusters:
Calculate the distance between X i in i th cluster to K centre vectors: 
is calculated according to (Equation 12).
Allocate X i into the nearest cluster such that d(X i ,Q j ) is least. Do this for whole data set, and save them to the new interpretation of the data set with K new centre vectors.
Step 4: Repeat step 2 and 3 until no change in the distance between X i and new K centre vectors is seen.
Experiments with standard data sets
Before running on the target data domain, many experiments were run with data derived from the UCI repository of databases as used by the machine learning community for the empirical analysis of machine learning algorithms (Merz & Murphy, 1996) . The clustering accuracy for measuring the clustering results was computed as follows. Given the final number of clusters, K, clustering accuracy r was defined as:
where n is the number of samples in the dataset, a i is the number of data samples occurring in both cluster i and its corresponding class. Consequently, the clustering error is defined as e= 1-r. The lower value of e suggests the better clustering result.
The experimental data sets are Small Soybean data set (Michalski & Chilausky, 1980) with 47 samples and 35 attributes, in 4 class distributions, Votes data set (Jeff, 1987) containing 16 key attributes with all categorical data types in 435 records (included meaningful missing value records "?"), and 2 output classes labelled to 168 republicans and 267 democrats. This algorithm is also used for experiments with Zoo small data set (Merz & Murphy, 1996) . It has 101 records distributed in 7 categories with 18 attributes (included 15 Boolean, 2 numerical, and 1 unique attribute(s)). The fourth experiment for KMIX is with the Wisconsin Breast Cancer data set (Merz & Murphy, 1996) . It contains 683 records by removing 16 missing value records. The data set includes 9 numerical attributes divided into 2 class label of "2" or "4". The comparison results can be seen in Table 6 . (Shehroz & Shri, 2007) , Votes 3 (Zengyou et al., 2005) , and Wisconsin Breast Cancer 4 (Camastra & Verri, 2005) data sets. For the latter, the KMIX result of 0.03 compares favourably compared to 0.132 2 (Shehroz & Shri, 2007) . Further more, this algorithm solves problems associated with the mixture of categorical and discrete data; a common feature of medical data domains.
Experiments in the Clinical Domain
The research project requires that a comparative audit of the data for different outcomes to be investigated. Patient parameters such as "Patient Status", and the combination of other risk outcomes, such as "Heart Disease" (HD), "Diabetes" (D), and "Stroke" (St) may all be used as outcome indicators for individual patients. Subsequently a new summary output attribute (Risk) is built based on the value for the combination of the main disease symptoms. For alternative outcomes the appropriate models are built based on different heuristic rules:
Model 1 (CM32): Two outcome levels are defined as: These outcomes will be used to provide meaningful names to the clusters generated using the KMIX algorithm, and its variation WKMIX.
The next experiment used the K-means algorithm for comparison with KMIX on the cardiovascular data. Inputs were defined as the attribute set from the heuristic model CM3a; the best performing of the existing models. Hence these experiments were run using 16 input attributes, with 341 patient records. The results, in Table 7 , show the derived clusters compared to the existing outcomes, and so indicate the extent of agreement between the unsupervised clustering algorithms and the existing clinical outcomes. The sensitivity rates for the two algorithms are small (0.15, 0.25 for K-means, and KMIX), with high specificity rates. However Table 7 clearly shows the advantage of KMIX over K-means, with it also improving over the best of the supervised classifiers (CM3a-SVM) in Table 4 . It is possible using KMIX to define the number of clusters required. Again, the input attribute set from clinical model CM3 was used, with the algorithm allowed to generate a two cluster output (model CM32) and a three cluster output (model CM33). The records associated with each cluster were cross-referenced to the Low, High (for CM32) and Low, Medium, High outcomes (for model CM33) associated with the clinical models. Supervised neural network techniques, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), were then trained on these machine generated outcomes. Tables 8 and Table 9 show the results.
From Tables 8 and 9 it can be deduced that the boundary for each cluster may be ambiguous. However in Table 9 no High Risk patients were placed in the cluster most closely associated with Low Risk patients (C3). Fortunately in the cardiovascular domain, and the given data mining task, the clinician's interest is primarily with the identification of both medium and high risk patients. These cases can be reported in terms of the sensitivity rate. In both table 8 and 9 both sensitivity and specificity rates are over 0.90 except for the CM32-SVM classifier (0.85; 0.89 respectively). The clinicians have an accepted rate of 0.80 for the use of neural classifiers; all classifiers achieve this. This suggests that the KMIX clustering results show some promise for the identification of risk for individual patients in the cardiovascular data domain. To better these results, an improved version was developed as explained in the next section.
Clustering with WKMIX
WKMIX (Weighted KMIX), an extension to the KMIX algorithm described above, makes use of an entropy based measure to weight the input attributes. In the previous section, KMIX was described working with inputs where the attribute set was defined using the existing, acknowledged as flawed, risk prediction models. An alternative approach is to take the complete dataset and determine what are the more appropriate attributes to use as classifier and clustering inputs.
Feature selection is a very important step in classification (Liu & Motoda, 1998) . It can reduce the irrelevant and redundant features, which often degrade the performance of classification algorithms in both speed and prediction accuracy. Most feature selection methods use certain evaluation functions and search procedures to achieve their targets. The evaluation functions measure how good a specific feature subset is in discriminating between the classes (Dash & Liu, 1997) . Here a variation on Mutual Information is used. In this work, features determined to be irrelevant, using MI, are automatically given a low (near zero) coefficient; so reducing their impact on the clustering dissimilarity measure. Experimentation has shown that this technique is as reliable as the more common Relief feature selection techniques (Kira & Rendell, 1992; Kononenko, 2001 ).
Mutual Information
Mutual Information (MI) measures the arbitrary dependencies between random variables. It is suitable for assessing the "information content" of the attribute contributions to the outcome classes in data domain. In information theory, Shannon (1948) defined entropy or information entropy as a measure of the uncertainty associated with a discrete random variable. Equivalently, entropy is a measure of the average information content the recipient is missing when they do not know the value of the random variable. Mathematically, entropy can be written as:
where p i (x) is probabilities of occurrence in a set of possible events X, and c is a positive constant (usually c=1). where p i,j (x,y) is the probability of the joint occurrence of x for the first and y for the second.
The Mutual Information (MI) between two discrete random variables X and Y, MI(X,Y) , is a measure of the amount of information in X that can be predicted when Y is known. Whereas entropy is a measure of the uncertainty in its distribution (Shannon, 1948) , the relative entropy ( Equation 16) is a measure of the statistical distance between two distributions. Originally introduced by Kullback and Leibler (1951) , it is known as the Kullback Leibler distance, or Kullback Leibler divergence (Cover & Thomas, 1991) .
) where p(x), q(x) are probability density functions of x.
For the case where X and Y are discrete random variables, MI(X,Y) can be written as the follows:
where H(X) is the entropy of X, which is a measure of its uncertainty, and H(X|Y ) (or H X (Y)) is the conditional entropy, which represents the uncertainty in X after knowing Y
The concepts of entropy can be extended to the continuous random variables (Shannon, 1948; Cover & Thomas, 1991) . So MI(X,Y) for the continuous valued case can be written as:
Based on the Kullback Leibler divergence, in equation 16, equations 17 and 18 can be rewritten as
)
The Weighted KMIX Algorithm (WKMIX)
This algorithm is improved from KMIX algorithm by putting the weight for each attribute during the cluster process in KMIX algorithm. The steps of the algorithm are the same as the KMIX algorithm described above, and equation 13 is rewritten as: 
The experimental data used here is identical to that used in comparing the K-Means and KMIX algorithms, using the inputs attributes from risk prediction model CM3a. The results from the weighted KMIX algorithm (WKMIX) are compared to the KMIX algorithm from Table 7 (for the CM3a model), and given in Table 10 . The WKMIX outcome models are then derived from the clustering results. These models are then investigated with the use of supervised NN techniques.
General speaking, table 10 shows that the experimental performance of using an Information Theory based weight in clustering is higher than without it. In particular, the sensitivity and specificity rates for using weights (WKMIX) are the highest of any model and classifier combination in this study (1, 0.96) . They better the use of the clustering algorithm without attribute weight (KMIX: 0.25, 0.89), and higher than the rate from clinical expert's advice (about 80%). Looking at the confusion matrix in table 11, it is clear that all techniques classified the risks the same as the clustering results except RBF with 2 mis-classed "High risk" and 1 mis-classed "Low risk" respectively. Interestingly, from table 11 the sensitivity and specificity rates achieve ideal results except for the Radial Basis Function net (0.97 and 0.99 respectively). This means the neural techniques (SVM and MLP) and the decision tree method (J48) achieve 100% accuracy.
Although this study achieves ideal results from a data mining perspective, its acceptance as a clinical risk model is problematic. The use of MI values as algorithm weights achieves a high performance in the case study, albeit on attributes associated with an existing clinical heuristic model. An extended investigation with an expanded data set is required, allowing an increased number of attributes and patterns. Such a study is perhaps best undertaken in closer collaboration with the consultant clinicians within the aegis of a clinical study to derive a more reliable, medically acceptable, risk prediction model.
Discussion
The paucity of the current risk prediction models, in cardiovascular medicine, are made evident in this case study, with none of the existing individual patient risk prediction models being able to better 27% sensitivity (Support Vector Machine classifier with clinical model CM1 in Table 3 ), although many of the models present 85% Specificity. The POSSUM and PPOSSUM models better this but with the disadvantage of losing single patient risk prediction capability. The clinicians working in this field of medicine are well aware of these limitations in their current models (Kuhan et al, 2001 ). However the clustering algorithms which use the input attribute sets from these models (and WKMIX in particular) manage to produce very much higher Sensitivity and Specificity. This suggests that the outcome models in the existing clinical risk prediction models are inadequate. Furthermore it suggests that much better risk prediction models are possible and that the present attributes offer sufficient inherent patterns, as detected using these clustering algorithms, to support much better risk prediction rules.
The proposed algorithm KMIX compares favourably to publicised results on standard machine learning data sets. Furthermore, because this algorithm was developed for use with a specific medical data domain, it meets the requirement to work with data that contains a mixture of numerical, categorical and Boolean data types. By using the clustering algorithm, new outcomes are generated for input attributes associated with the heuristic CM32 and CM33 risk models. These new models are evaluated through the use of the neural network techniques, such as MLP and SVM. From Table 8 and 9 we can see that the boundary of each cluster is not clear. For example, in Table 8 , a number of high risk patients (C1H) fell in clusters C1 and C2. However no high risk patients were placed in the cluster most closely associated with low risk patients (C3 in Table 9 ). Fortunately in the cardiovascular domain, the clinician's interest is in the rate of potential risk of patients (medium and high risk). Further work on improving this algorithm allowed weights to be applied in order to indicate the level of importance for attributes in the feature set for the data domain. This algorithm gives near ideal classifier performance on the given clinical data. However, alternative data domains need to be investigated to determine the usefulness of this algorithm for medical data domains in general.
The history of expert and knowledge base systems contains many examples of intelligent decision systems used in medical domains (Davis et al., 1977; Davies & Owen, 1990; Miller et al., 1982; Shortliffe, 1990) . More recently decision support tools that make use of data mining techniques have been developed for medicine (Lavrač et al., 2000; Groselj, 2002; Lavrač & Zupan, 2005) . The combination of clinical knowledge and the approach adopted in this case study via fuzzy set theory might produce a realistically more intelligent tool for the risk prediction process (Gorzalczany & Piasta, 1999; Negnevitsky, 2004) . Moreover, the use of neuro-fuzzy classification techniques might enhance the results; enabling multiple models to be used to suit the needs of the clinician, and make for more reliable risk prediction in a clinical situation. For this to happen, a number of important and time-consuming hurdles, relating to clinical trials, have to be met. Most of these hurdles are the constraints imposed by a highly regulated health system. Some are the results of ill-informed clinical data practices. The latter are particularly problematic where paper based data collection (i.e. patient records) are prevalent. In an effort to simplify subsequent human decision making, much data is interpreted as it is transferred to computer record. This means that instead of access to raw data (and many meaningful data values), many clinical attributes are reduced to a small number of clinical interpretations. The interpretation can vary from one region to another and between clinicians, according to their school of thought on best medical practice. This form of interpretation introduces a bias into the data model that cannot be overcome by any data mining technique, other than collection of the original raw values. Such a bias in the data will cause problems for even the most intelligent of decision systems.
Conclusion
This case study showed the advantages of using Pattern Recognition techniques in producing risk models. However, these techniques are poor in providing a visualization of the data domain. Although the Self Organising Feature Map (SOM) showed its ability to visualize the data, its clustering was limited. Further research with a combination of KMIX or WKMIX and SOM might provide meaningful insights into the nature of the data, cluster models and medical outcomes.
The concept of MI is introduced and discussed in depth. From there, a combination of Bayes theorem and MI produced a new formula to calculate the MI between the attributes and the outcome classes (Equation 22 ). This idea has been used for alternative data mining purposes (water quality ascription) as a measurement for SOM clustering (O'Connor & Walley, 2000) . Here it is used for ranking the significance of attributes in the cardiovascular data domain. The rewriting of the KMIX algorithm by using the MI weights provides a new clustering algorithm. Although its results show a very high performance level, more investigation was needed. The use of MI values as the weights in the clustering algorithm (WKMIX) has given better initial results. However, more experiments with alternative sources of data need to be investigated. The building of an independent feature selection algorithm using MI is another further task. This will be one of the required tools for the classification process, in particular with the current data domain.
This research has shown how Pattern Recognition and Data Mining techniques (both supervised and unsupervised) can better the current risk prediction models in cardiovascular data. The research can be seen as setting the base knowledge, with a set of practical decision metrics, for a complete decision support tool in the cardiovascular area. The research limitations for its use require a more complete ontology for the medical domain, involving general medical knowledge. Furthermore, it cannot be used in trials for clinical diagnosis, without ethical clearance. So, the supervised and unsupervised results in these case studies can not, as yet, be used to support the clinicians in their decision making for individual cardiovascular patients. There needs to be further collaborative research, between clinicians and computer scientists, to build a more complete decision support tool for the cardiovascular area. A complete decision tool is one that encompasses every stage of the decision process from the collection of raw data to feedback on predictions.
Making the clinicians aware of their data gathering practices, and the effect it has on subsequent computer based decision making is an issue that will have a great impact on the feasibility of such collaborations. Hopefully, the move to collecting raw data directly onto computer databases rather than relying on the interpretation of data in paper based systems may help to reduce clinical bias. The same is probably true for many other clinical domains. Given this proviso, the future for data mining domain improving risk prediction in medical domains looks very promising.
